*Polar Bears*
Polar bears are rough and tough and are big and strong. I like polar bears because polar
bears have cool camouflage to blend in and can be very strong. I hope that you will like
polar bears when you are done reading this writing. Polar bears are very cool.

Chapter 1: The polar bear cub
There are many things that you should know about the polar bear cub. Did you that
the polar bear cub is whiter than its mom. The polar bear cub is white when it is born and
it's mother is more yellowish cream. The polar bear cub likes to fight and wrestle with its
brothers and sisters.

Chapter 2: The polar bear mom
There are many things you should know about the polar bear mom. The polar
bear mom is very intelligent. Did you know that the polar bear mom when it stands
on its feet it can be over or under 52 feet tall. The polar bear mom and her cub they
live in the arctic where it`s cold. The polar bear mom has thick coating not like a
coat but thick fur for her to survive in the cold air. The polar bear mom has white
fur to blend in with the snow so that no predators come near trying to eat the mom
or her cub.

Chapter 3:Where polar bears live
You should know where polar bears live. Polar bears live in the cold places. Polar
bears live in the arctic,the North Pole,and other cold places. The arctic is where
it's cold and in the arctic it snows every day,so, there's a lot snow
mountains,snow hills,and snow on the ice and the ground. You can't see the
ground in the arctic but you can see snow. If you try to live in the arctic you will
need lots of things like a bundle of water,lots and lots of clothes and
paddings,and lots of food. Polar bears also live in the North Pole. If you try to live
in the North Pole you need the things you need for living in the arctic. If you want
a house there is plounty of snow to make a snow house. If you live in the arctic or
the North Pole you will need to learn to live without technology.

Chapter 4:The polar bears feet
Now we are going to talk about the their feet. First, on the polar bears feet is the
padding on the bottom of their foot. If you try to lift a polar bears foot up it will
start chasing you. The padding on their foot is like any other padding on an
animals foot like a dog or a squirrel. A boot scold mimics a polar bears paw. Their

is tiny pieces of hair of the polar bears leg and it's whole body. The padding on a
polar bears foot is hard like a dogs padding and it sparkles in the sun. The polar
bears padding is also has little,tiny,sharp, points which makes easier for the polar
bear to walk on the thick snow and to grip things better.

Chapter 5: What polar bears eat
Do want to know what a polar bear eats? Polar bears eat seals,walruses,sea
birds,fish,and whale blubber. It is gross what polar bears eat but everyone's
different.
Polar bears are the coolest thing in the world and I hope you think so to. I hope
you liked learning about polar bears and I hope that you will go to a zoo and see
the polar bears;)

